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Anglo-Saxon Graves and Grave Goods of the 6th and 7th Centuries AD - Alex Bayliss 2017-07-05
The Early Anglo-Saxon Period is characterized archaeologically by the regular deposition of artefacts in
human graves in England. The scope for dating these objects and graves has long been studied, but it has
typically proved easier to identify and enumerate the chronological problems of the material than to solve
them. Prior to the work of the project reported on here, therefore, there was no comprehensive
chronological framework for Early Anglo-Saxon Archaeology, and the level of detail and precision in dates
that could be suggested was low. The evidence has now been studied afresh using a co-ordinated suite of
dating techniques, both traditional and new: a review and revision of artefact-typology; seriation of graveassemblages using correspondence analysis; high-precision radiocarbon dating of selected bone samples;
and Bayesian modelling using the results of all of these. These were focussed primarily on the later part of
the Early Anglo-Saxon Period, starting in the 6th century. This research has produced a new chronological
framework, consisting of sequences of phases that are separate for male and female burials but
nevertheless mutually consistent and coordinated. These will allow archaeologists to assign graveassemblages and a wide range of individual artefact-types to defined phases that are associated with
calendrical date-ranges whose limits are expressed to a specific degree of probability. Important unresolved
issues include a precise adjustment for dietary effects on radiocarbon dates from human skeletal material.
Nonetheless the results of this project suggest the cessation of regular burial with grave goods in AngloSaxon England two decades or even more before the end of the seventh century. That creates a limited but
important discrepancy with the current numismatic chronology of early English sceattas. The wider
implications of the results for key topics in Anglo-Saxon archaeology and social, economic and religious
history are discussed to conclude the report.
Defining and Measuring Diversity in Archaeology - Metin I. Eren 2022-07-18
Calculating the diversity of biological or cultural classes is a fundamental way of describing, analyzing, and
understanding the world around us. Understanding archaeological diversity is key to understanding human
culture in the past. Archaeologists have long experienced a tenuous relationship with statistics; however,
the regular integration of diversity measures and concepts into archaeological practice is becoming
increasingly important. This volume includes chapters that cover a wide range of archaeological
applications of diversity measures. Featuring studies of archaeological diversity ranging from the datadriven to the theoretical, from the Paleolithic to the Historic periods, authors illustrate the range of data
sets to which diversity measures can be applied, as well as offer new methods to examine archaeological
diversity.
Posing Questions for a Scientific Archaeology - Terry L. Hunt 2001
Despite advances in building an archaeology founded in evolutionary theory, little progress has been made
in exploring and detailing the process of linking theory with the empirical world. This volume addresses the
need to describe the world so that archaeology can have theory built as historical science.
Lithic Technological Systems and Evolutionary Theory - Society for American Archaeology. Annual Meeting
2015-01-22
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This collection of essays brings together several different evolutionary perspectives to demonstrate how
lithic technological systems are a byproduct of human behavior. The essays cover a range of topics,
including human behavioral ecology, cultural transmission, phylogenetic analysis, macroevolution, and
various applications of evolutionary ecology.
Cultural Phylogenetics - Larissa Mendoza Straffon 2016-02-10
This book explores the potential and challenges of implementing evolutionary phylogenetic methods in
archaeological research, by discussing key concepts and presenting concrete applications of these
approaches. The volume is divided into two parts: The first covers the theoretical and conceptual
implications of using evolution-based models in the sociocultural domain, illustrates the sorts of questions
that these methods can help answer, and invites the reader to reflect on the opportunities and limitations of
these perspectives. The second part comprises case studies that address relevant empirical issues, such as
inferring patterns and rates of cultural transmission, detecting selective pressures in cultural evolution, and
explaining the nature of cultural variation. This book will appeal to archaeologists interested in applying
evolutionary thinking and inferential methods to their field, and to anyone interested in cultural evolution
studies.
Functions in Biological and Artificial Worlds - Ulrich Krohs 2009
Investigations into the relationship between organism and artifacts from the perspective of functionality.
The notion of function is an integral part of thinking in both biology and technology; biological organisms
and technical artifacts are both ascribed functionality. Yet the concept of function is notoriously obscure
(with problematic issues regarding the normative and the descriptive nature of functions, for example) and
demands philosophical clarification. So too the relationship between biological organisms and technical
artifacts: although entities of one kind are often described in terms of the other--as in the machine analogy
for biological organism or the evolutionary account of technological development--the parallels between the
two break down at certain points. This volume takes on both issues and examines the relationship between
organisms and artifacts from the perspective of functionality. Believing that the concept of function is the
root of an accurate understanding of biological organisms, technical artifacts, and the relation between the
two, the contributors take an integrative approach, offering philosophical analyses that embrace both
biological and technical fields of function ascription. They aim at a better understanding not only of the
concept of function but also of the similarities and differences between organisms and artifacts as they
relate to functionality. Their ontological, epistemological, and phenomenological comparisons will clarify
problems that are central to the philosophies of both biology and technology. Contributors Paul Sheldon
Davies, Maarten Franssen, Wybo Houkes, Yoshinobu Kitamura, Peter Kroes, Ulrich Krohs, Tim Lewens,
Andrew Light, Françoise Longy, Peter McLaughlin, Riichiro Mizoguchi, Mark Perlman, Beth Preston,
Giacomo Romano, Marzia Soavi, Pieter E. Vermaas
Mathematics and Archaeology - Juan A. Barcelo 2015-06-08
Although many archaeologists have a good understanding of the basics in computer science, statistics,
geostatistics, modeling, and data mining, more literature is needed about the advanced analysis in these
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areas. This book aids archaeologists in learning more advanced tools and methods while also helping
mathematicians, statisticians, and computer scientists with no previous knowledge of the field realize the
potential of the methods in archaeological experiments.
Handbook of Archaeological Theories - R. Alexander Bentley 2009
This handbook, a companion to the authoritative Handbook of Archaeological Methods, gathers original,
authoritative articles from leading archaeologists on all aspects of the latest thinking about archaeological
theory. It is the definitive resource for understanding how to think about archaeology.
Reanimating Industrial Spaces - Hilary Orange 2016-06-16
Reanimating Industrial Spaces explores the relationships between people and the places of former industry
through approaches that incorporate and critique memory-work. The chapters in this volume consider four
broad questions: What is the relationship between industrial heritage and memory? How is memory
involved in the process of place-making in regards to industrial spaces? What are the strengths and pitfalls
of conducting memory-work? What can be learned from cross-disciplinary perspectives and methods? The
contributors have created a set of diverse case studies (including iron-smelting in Uganda, Puerto Rican
sugar mills and concrete factories in Albania) which examine differing socio-economic contexts and
approaches to industrial spaces both in the past and in contemporary society. A range of memory-work is
also illustrated: from ethnography, oral history, digital technologies, excavation, and archival and
documentary research.
Understanding Cultural Transmission in Anthropology - Roy Ellen 2013-08-30
The concept of "cultural transmission" is central to much contemporary anthropological theory, since
successful human reproduction through social systems is essential for effective survival and for enhancing
the adaptiveness of individual humans and local populations. Yet, what is understood by the phrase and
how it might best be studied is highly contested. This book brings together contributions that reflect the
current diversity of approaches - from the fields of biology, primatology, palaeoanthropology, psychology,
social anthropology, ethnobiology, and archaeology - to examine social and cultural transmission from a
range of perspectives and at different scales of generalization. The comprehensive introduction explores
some of the problems and connections. Overall, the book provides a timely synthesis of current accounts of
cultural transmission in relation to cognitive process, practical action, and local socio-ecological context,
while linking these with explanations of longer-term evolutionary trajectories.
Cross-Cultural Psychology - Krum Krumov 2013-04-01
Cross-Cultural Psychology: Why Culture Matters addresses both established and very recent research in
cultural and comparative cross-cultural psychology. The book is written by Professor Krum Krumov of Sofia
University in Bulgaria and Professor Knud S. Larsen from Oregon State University. The authors are longterm colleagues with extensive research experience in cultural, cross-cultural and international settings.
The book starts with a discussion of the tentative nature of cultural information given the forces of
globalization and communication integration. Weighing these issues still permits for some powerful
conclusions about differences that matter as well as human universals based on our communalities. The
reader is also provided with a through grounding in relevant research approaches and critical thinking that
provides the basis for an evaluation of the research literature. Further, the book reports on what we know
about the origin of culture, especially the forces of cultural transmission and the evidence for socio-cultural
evolution. The impact of culture and psychology on human development is contrasted and evaluated. A
chapter on language stresses the importance of evolutionary forces and the relationship to socio-culture. In
turn that discussion sets the stage for reporting the relevant research on cognition that yields information
on the impact of genetics, but also the affect of cultural evolution. A distinct contribution is the evaluation
of human happiness and emotions. The book demonstrates tangible relationships to both the universal
expressions of emotions, but also the impact of cultural values on well-being. A consideration of personality
theory follows in the systematic and progressive discourse in the book. Research is reported on Western,
Eastern and Indigenous conceptualizations and research approaches. The discussion on the self is
considered next and the authors evaluate cultural, social and comparative cross-cultural dimensions.
Finally, a discussion of sex and gender follows as associated with salient cross-cultural dimensions. The
book concludes with a discussion of the affect of cultural values in organizational behavior and a
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consideration of the relationship between culture and human health.
Mapping Our Ancestors - Carl P. Lipo 2017
Much of what we are comes from our ancestors. Through cultural and biological inheritance mechanisms,
our genetic composition, instructions for constructing artifacts, the structure and content of languages, and
rules for behavior are passed from parents to children and from individual to individual. Mapping Our
Ancestors demonstrates how various genealogical or "phylogenetic" methods can be used both to answer
questions about human history and to build evolutionary explanations for the shape of history.
Anthropologists are increasingly turning to quantitative phylogenetic methods. These methods depend on
the transmission of information regardless of mode and as such are applicable to many anthropological
questions. In this way, phylogenetic approaches have the potential for building bridges among the various
subdisciplines of anthropology; an exciting prospect indeed. The structure of Mapping Our Ancestors
reflects the editors' goal of developing a common understanding of the methods and conditions under
which ancestral relations can be derived in a range of data classes of interest to anthropologists.
Specifically, this volume explores the degree to which patterns of ancestry can be determined from
artifactual, genetic, linguistic, and behavioral data and how processes such as selection, transmission, and
geography impact the results of phylogenetic analyses. Mapping Our Ancestors provides a solid
demonstration of the potential of phylogenetic methods for studying the evolutionary history of human
populations using a variety of data sources and thus helps explain how cultural material, language, and
biology came to be as they are. Carl P. Lipo is assistant professor of anthropology at California State
University in Long Beach. Michael O'Brien is professor of anthropology and director of the Museum of
Anthropology at the University of Missouri. Mark Collard is assistant professor of anthropology at the
University of British Columbia, Stephen J. Shennan is a professor and director of the Institute of
Archaeology at the University College London. Niles Eldredge is a curator in the department of
invertebrates at the American Museum of Natural History, and adjunct professor at the City University of
New York.
The Oxford Handbook of Archaeological Ceramic Analysis - Alice M. W. Hunt 2017
This volume draws together topics and methodologies essential for the socio-cultural, mineralogical, and
geochemical analysis of archaeological ceramic, one of the most complex and ubiquitous archaeomaterials
in the archaeological record. It provides an invaluable resource for archaeologists, anthropologists, and
archaeological materials scientists.
Kom el-Hisn (ca. 2500-1900 BC) - Anthony J. Cagle 2016-09-30
This volume presents the findings of three seasons of excavation in the 1980s at Kom el-Hisn, "the mound of
the fortress," in the northwest Nile Delta. This provincial community was often in the orbit of Memphis, the
capital and administrative center of Egypt's Old Kingdom period. Small areas of occupations of the First
Intermediate and early Middle Kingdom periods were also excavated. One of the goals of the excavations
was to complement and compare the substantial ancient textual record of this era with Kom el-Hisn's
archaeological record because such evidence is sparse for Lower Egypt between about 2500 and 1800 BC.
The findings presented here reveal the complexity of small Old Kingdom settlements in the context of the
Memphite state organization and shed light on the changing relationships of this administrative center with
its provincial communities. Kom el-Hisn's faunal, floral, lithic, and architectural remains are presented and
discussed in detail, as are some theoretical and methodological issues relevant to this research. With
contributions by Paul E. Buck, Anthony J. Cagle, Michal Kobusiewicz, Karla Kroeper, Richard R. Redding,
Sarah Sterling, Robert J. Wenke, Wilma Wetterstrom, Anna Wodzinska, and Alexandra Witsell.
Ancestors and Elites - Gordon F. M. Rakita 2009-05-16
Ancestors and Elites examines prehispanic ritual behaviors characteristic of the Casas Grandes region of
Chihuahua, Mexico. Gordon Rakita analyzes the archaeological data from the site with respect to broader
anthropological theories regarding both religious practices and the rise of complex societies. This
confluence of empirical fact and general theory allows Rakita to explore in detail the complex, reciprocal
relationship between ritual practices and developing social complexity at PaquimZ, one of the bestdocumented archaeological sites in the region.
Mapping Our Ancestors - Stephen Shennan 2017-07-12
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Much of what we are comes from our ancestors. Through cultural and biological inheritance mechanisms,
our genetic composition, instructions for constructing artifacts, the structure and content of languages, and
rules for behavior are passed from parents to children and from individual to individual. Mapping Our
Ancestors demonstrates how various genealogical or "phylogenetic" methods can be used both to answer
questions about human history and to build evolutionary explanations for the shape of history.
Anthropologists are increasingly turning to quantitative phylogenetic methods. These methods depend on
the transmission of information regardless of mode and as such are applicable to many anthropological
questions. In this way, phylogenetic approaches have the potential for building bridges among the various
subdisciplines of anthropology; an exciting prospect indeed. The structure of Mapping Our Ancestors
reflects the editors' goal of developing a common understanding of the methods and conditions under
which ancestral relations can be derived in a range of data classes of interest to anthropologists.
Specifically, this volume explores the degree to which patterns of ancestry can be determined from
artifactual, genetic, linguistic, and behavioral data and how processes such as selection, transmission, and
geography impact the results of phylogenetic analyses. Mapping Our Ancestors provides a solid
demonstration of the potential of phylogenetic methods for studying the evolutionary history of human
populations using a variety of data sources and thus helps explain how cultural material, language, and
biology came to be as they are.
Pattern and Process in Cultural Evolution - Stephen Shennan 2009
This volume offers an integrative approach to the application of evolutionary theory in studies of cultural
transmission and social evolution and reveals the enormous range of ways in which Darwinian ideas can
lead to productive empirical research, the touchstone of any worthwhile theoretical perspective. While
many recent works on cultural evolution adopt a specific theoretical framework, such as dual inheritance
theory or human behavioral ecology, Pattern and Process in Cultural Evolution emphasizes empirical
analysis and includes authors who employ a range of backgrounds and methods to address aspects of
culture from an evolutionary perspective. Editor Stephen Shennan has assembled archaeologists,
evolutionary theorists, and ethnographers, whose essays cover a broad range of time periods, localities,
cultural groups, and artifacts.
A Study of the Deposition and Distribution of Copper Alloy Vessels in Roman Britain - Jason
Lundock 2015-08-31
This book collects together data concerning copper alloy vessels from Roman Britain and relates this
evidence to prevailing theories of consumption, identity and culture change in Britain during this time.
People and Things - James M. Skibo 2008-03-07
The study of the human-made world, whether it is called artifacts, material culture, or technology, has
burgeoned across the academy. Archaeologists have for cen- ries led the way, and today offer investigators
myriad programs and conceptual frameworks for engaging the things, ordinary and extraordinary, of
everyday life. This book is an attempt by practitioners of one program – Behavioral Archaeology – to furnish
between two covers some of our basic principles, heuristic tools, and illustrative case studies. Our greater
purpose, however, is to engage the ideas of two competing programs – agency/practice and evolution – in
hopes of initiating a dialog. We are convinced that there is enough overlap in goals, interests, and
conceptions among these programs to warrant guarded optimism that a more encompassing, more
coherent framework for studying the material world can result from a concerted effort to forge a higherlevel synthesis. However, in engaging agency/ practice and evolution in Chap. 2, we are not reticent to
point out conflicts between Behavioral Archaeology and these programs. This book will appeal to
archaeologists and anthropologists as well as historians, sociologists, and philosophers of technology.
Those who study science–technology– society interactions may also encounter useful ideas. Finally, this
book is suitable for upper-division and graduate courses on anthropological theory, archaeological theory,
and the study of technology.
Archaeology and Apprenticeship - Willeke Wendrich 2013-01-01
Archaeologists study a wide array of material remains to propose conclusions about non-material aspects of
culture. The intricacies of these findings have increased over recent decades, but only limited attention has
been paid to what the archaeological record can tell us about the transfer of cultural knowledge through
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apprenticeship. Apprenticeship is broadly defined as the transmission of culture through a formal or
informal teacher–pupil relationship. This collection invites a wide discussion, citing case studies from all
over the world and yet focuses the scholarship into a concise set of contributions. The chapters in this
volume demonstrate how archaeology can benefit greatly from the understanding of the social dimensions
of knowledge transfer. This book also examines apprenticeship in archaeology against a backdrop of
sociological and cognitive psychology literature, to enrich the understanding of the relationship between
material remains and enculturation. Each of the authors in this collection looks specifically at how material
remains can reveal several specific aspects of ancient cultures: What is the human potential for learning?
How do people learn? Who is teaching? Why are they learning? What are the results of such learning? How
do we recognize knowledge transfer in the archaeological record? These fundamental questions are
featured in various forms in all chapters of the book. With case studies from the American Southwest,
Alaska, Egypt, Ancient Greece, and Mesopotamia, this book will have broad appeal for
scholars—particularly those concerned with cultural transmission and traditions of learning and
education—all over the world.
W. C. McKern and the Midwestern Taxonomic Method - R. Lee Lyman 2003
Explores W. C. McKern's use of Linnaean taxonomy as the model for development of a pottery classification
system By the early 20th century, North American archaeologists had found evidence of a plethora of
prehistoric cultures displaying disparate geographic and chronological distributions. But there were no
standards or algorithms for specifying when a culture was distinct or identical to another in a nearby or
distant region. Will Carleton McKern of the Milwaukee Public Museum addressed this fundamental problem
of cultural classification beginning in 1929. He modeled his solution—known as the Midwestern Taxonomic
Method—on the Linnaean biological taxonomy because he wanted the ability to draw historical and cultural
"relationships" among cultures. McKern was assisted during development of the method by Carl E. Guthe,
Thorne Deuel, James B. Griffin, and William Ritchie. This book studies the 1930s correspondence between
McKern and his contemporaries as they hashed out the method's nuances. It compares the several different
versions of the method and examines the Linnaean biological taxonomy as it was understood and used at
the time McKern adapted it to archaeological problems. Finally, this volume reveals how and why the
method failed to provide the analytical solution envisioned by McKern and his colleagues and how it
influenced the later development of Americanist archaeology.
Settlement, Society and Cognition in Human Evolution - Fiona Coward 2015-01-26
This volume provides a narrative of early hominin evolution, linking material aspects of the early
archaeological record with social, cognitive and symbolic landscapes.
Status Through Consumption - Steven D. Silver 2012-12-06
Consumption takes place in settings or environments which have both direct and indirect effects on its
dynamic path. Direct effects of environments on activities in consuming can occur through constraints that
environments impose. Environment can also have indirect effects on consumption through enduring
modification of internalized constructs which enter heuristics for decisions on activities. The importance of
environments to consumption is increased by the definitional dependence of status on the judgements of
others. This study examines microprocessing in consumer activities for status as it interacts with structure
in the environments of these activities. The importance of environments in status activities provides the
basis for a seperate, but related inquiry into observed differences in the form they take across societies.
Conjecture on the consequences of differences in the structure of environments for consumption that typify
a society is studied in the narrative statements by members of comparison societies and in the content of
print advertising in these societies. Evolutionary processes which could establish observed differences in
structure across societies are also considered in both their systematic and random components. I review
models of random drift and stochastic resonance as candidate forms for generating observed structure in
environments. Directions for the subsequent study of status through consumption are discussed.P
Introduction: Status Through Consumption; Knowledge Use in Nonwork Activities for Status; Interactions
of Consumer Microprocessing and Structured Environments: Activity Feedback and the Stability of
Structure; Awards and Honors Systems in Structured Environments: Cross Societal Comparisons of
Narrative Statements on Consuming for Status; Comparative Analyses of Consumption Appeals in the Print
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Advertising of the USA and France, 1955-1991 Random Process in the Generation of Structured
Environments; Overview and directions for Study of Status Through Consumption.
Darwin and Archaeology - John P. Hart 2002
During the past two decades there has been a resurgence of interest in evolutionary approaches to the
archaeological record, but these approaches are obscured by the different ways in which varying schools of
thought define and use words and concepts derived from Darwinian theory. This volume is designed to
clarify major concepts and their key words with the goal of integrating different schools' approaches toward
evolutionary archaeology.
New Perspectives on Old Stones - Stephen Lycett 2010-09-05
As the study of Palaeolithic technologies moves towards a more analytical approach, it is necessary to
determine a consistent procedural framework. The contributions to this timely and comprehensive volume
do just that. This volume incorporates a broad chronological and geographical range of Palaeolithic
material from the Lower to Upper Palaeolithic. The focus of this volume is to provide an analysis of
Palaeolithic technologies from a quantitative, empirical perspective. As new techniques, particularly
quantitative methods, for analyzing Palaeolithic technologies gain popularity, this work provides case
studies showcasing these new techniques. Employing diverse case studies, and utilizing multivariate
approaches, morphometrics, model-based approaches, phylogenetics, cultural transmission studies, and
experimentation, this volume provides insights from international contributors at the forefront of recent
methodological advances.
Style and Function - Teresa D. Hurt 2001
Presents theoretical background and case studies that demonstrate how evolutionary definitions of
archaeological style and function may be applied to the prehistoric record.
An Introduction to Archaeological Chemistry - T. Douglas Price 2010-10-17
Archaeological chemistry is a subject of great importance to the study and methodology of archaeology.
This comprehensive text covers the subject with a full range of case studies, materials, and research
methods. With twenty years of experience teaching the subject, the authors offer straightforward coverage
of archaeological chemistry, a subject that can be intimidating for many archaeologists who do not already
have a background in the hard sciences. With clear explanations and informative illustrations, the authors
have created a highly approachable text, which will help readers overcome that intimidation. Topics
covered included: Materials (rock, pottery, bone, charcoal, soils, metals, and others), Instruments
(microscopes, NAA, spectrometers, mass spectrometers, GC/MS, XRF & XRD, Case Studies (Provinience,
Sediments, Diet Reconstruction, Past Human Movement, Organic Residues). The detailed coverage and
clear language will make this useful as an introduction to the study of archaeological chemistry, as well as a
useful resource for years after that introduction.
Darwinian Sociocultural Evolution - Marion Blute 2010-01-14
Addresses today's major dilemmas in social scientific theory from the modern Darwinian sociocultural
evolutionary approach.
Theory in the Pacific, the Pacific in Theory - Tim Thomas 2020-07-28
Theory in the Pacific, the Pacific in Theory explores the role of theory in Pacific archaeology and its
interplay with archaeological theory worldwide. The contributors assess how the practice of archaeology in
Pacific contexts has led to particular types of theoretical enquiry and interest, and, more broadly, how the
Pacific is conceptualised in the archaeological imagination. Long seen as a laboratory environment for the
testing and refinement of social theory, the Pacific islands occupy a central place in global theoretical
discourse. This volume highlights this role through an exploration of how Pacific models and exemplars
have shaped, and continue to shape, approaches to the archaeological past. The authors evaluate key
theoretical perspectives and explore current and future directions in Pacific archaeology. In doing so,
attention is paid to the influence of Pacific people and environments in motivating and shaping theorybuilding. Theory in the Pacific, the Pacific in Theory makes a significant contribution to our understanding
of how theory develops attuned to the affordances and needs of specific contexts, and how those contexts
promote reformulation and development of theory elsewhere. It will be fascinating to scholars and
archaeologists interested in the Pacific region, as well as students of wider archaeological theory.
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Understanding Cultural Traits - Fabrizio Panebianco 2016-02-26
This volume constitutes a first step towards an ever-deferred interdisciplinary dialogue on cultural traits. It
offers a way to enter a representative sample of the intellectual diversity that surrounds this topic, and a
means to stimulate innovative avenues of research. It stimulates critical thinking and awareness in the
disciplines that need to conceptualize and study culture, cultural traits, and cultural diversity. Culture is
often defined and studied with an emphasis on cultural features. For UNESCO, “culture should be regarded
as the set of distinctive spiritual, material, intellectual and emotional features of society or a social group”.
But the very possibility of assuming the existence of cultural traits is not granted, and any serious
evaluation of the notion of “cultural trait” requires the interrogation of several disciplines from cultural
anthropology to linguistics, from psychology to sociology to musicology, and all areas of knowledge on
culture. This book presents a strong multidisciplinary perspective that can help clarify the problems about
cultural traits.
Blueprint - Nicholas A. Christakis 2019-03-26
"A dazzlingly erudite synthesis of history, philosophy, anthropology, genetics, sociology, economics,
epidemiology, statistics, and more" (Frank Bruni, The New York Times), Blueprint shows why evolution has
placed us on a humane path -- and how we are united by our common humanity. For too long, scientists
have focused on the dark side of our biological heritage: our capacity for aggression, cruelty, prejudice, and
self-interest. But natural selection has given us a suite of beneficial social features, including our capacity
for love, friendship, cooperation, and learning. Beneath all of our inventions -- our tools, farms, machines,
cities, nations -- we carry with us innate proclivities to make a good society. In Blueprint, Nicholas A.
Christakis introduces the compelling idea that our genes affect not only our bodies and behaviors, but also
the ways in which we make societies, ones that are surprisingly similar worldwide. With many vivid
examples -- including diverse historical and contemporary cultures, communities formed in the wake of
shipwrecks, commune dwellers seeking utopia, online groups thrown together by design or involving
artificially intelligent bots, and even the tender and complex social arrangements of elephants and dolphins
that so resemble our own -- Christakis shows that, despite a human history replete with violence, we cannot
escape our social blueprint for goodness. In a world of increasing political and economic polarization, it's
tempting to ignore the positive role of our evolutionary past. But by exploring the ancient roots of goodness
in civilization, Blueprint shows that our genes have shaped societies for our welfare and that, in a feedback
loop stretching back many thousands of years, societies are still shaping our genes today.
The Importance of Small Decisions - Michael J. O'Brien 2019-03-19
How people make decisions in an era of too much information and fake news. Humans originally evolved in
a world of few choices. Prehistoric, preindustrial, and predigital eras required fewer decisions than today's
all-access, always-on world of too much information. Economists have largely discarded the idea that
agents act rationally and the market follows suit. It seems that no matter how small or innocuous a decision
might seem, there's almost no way to guess the effect it might have. The authors of The Importance of
Small Decisions view decisions and their outcomes from a different perspective: as key elements in the
evolution of culture. In this trailblazing book, they examine different kinds of decisions and map the
outcomes, both short- and long-term. Drawing on this, they introduce a map of social behavior that captures
the essential elements of human decision-making. The authors look at the New England Patriots' decision in
2000 to draft an underachieving college quarterback named Tom Brady; they consider Warren Buffett's
investment strategy; and they chart the “dancing landscape” of a college applicant's decision-making
environment. Finally, they show that decisions can be ranked according to transparency of choice and
social influence. When fake news seems indistinguishable from real news and when the internet offers a
cacophony of voices, they warn, we can't afford to crowdsource our decisions.
Innovation in Cultural Systems - Michael John O'Brien 2010
Leading scholars offer a range of perspectives on the roles played by innovation in the evolution of human
culture. In recent years an interest in applying the principles of evolution to the study of culture emerged in
the social sciences. Archaeologists and anthropologists reconsidered the role of innovation in particular,
and have moved toward characterizing innovation in cultural systems not only as a product but also as an
evolutionary process. This distinction was familiar to biology but new to the social sciences; cultural
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evolutionists from the nineteenth to the twentieth century had tended to see innovation as a
preprogrammed change that occurred when a cultural group "needed" to overcome environmental
problems. In this volume, leading researchers from a variety of disciplines--including anthropology,
archaeology, evolutionary biology, philosophy, and psychology--offer their perspectives on cultural
innovation. The book provides not only a range of views but also an integrated account, with the chapters
offering an orderly progression of thought. The contributors consider innovation in biological terms,
discussing epistemology, animal studies, systematics and phylogeny, phenotypic plasticity and evolvability,
and evo-devo; they discuss modern insights into innovation, including simulation, the random-copying
model, diffusion, and demographic analysis; and they offer case studies of innovation from archaeological
and ethnographic records, examining developmental, behavioral, and social patterns. Contributors André
Ariew, R. Alexander Bentley, Werner Callebaut, Joseph Henrich, Anne Kandler, Kevin N. Laland, Daniel O.
Larson, Alex Mesoudi, Michael J. O'Brien, Craig T. Palmer, Adam Powell, Simon M. Reader, Valentine Roux,
Chet Savage, Michael Brian Schiffer, Jeffrey H. Schwartz, Stephen J. Shennan, James Steele, Mark G.
Thomas, Todd L. VanPool
Materialising Roman Histories - Astrid Van Oyen 2017-09-30
The Roman period witnessed massive changes in the human-material environment, from monumentalised
cityscapes to standardised low-value artefacts like pottery. This book explores new perspectives to
understand this Roman ‘object boom’ and its impact on Roman history. In particular, the book’s
international contributors question the traditional dominance of ‘representation’ in Roman archaeology,
whereby objects have come to stand for social phenomena such as status, facets of group identity, or
notions like Romanisation and economic growth. Drawing upon the recent material turn in anthropology
and related disciplines, the essays in this volume examine what it means to materialise Roman history,
focusing on the question of what objects do in history, rather than what they represent. In challenging the
dominance of representation, and exploring themes such as the impact of standardisation and the role of
material agency, Materialising Roman History is essential reading for anyone studying material culture
from the Roman world (and beyond).
Convergent Evolution in Stone-Tool Technology - Michael J. O'Brien 2018-04-20
Scholars from a variety of disciplines consider cases of convergence in lithic technology, when functional or
developmental constraints result in similar forms in independent lineages. Hominins began using stone
tools at least 2.6 million years ago, perhaps even 3.4 million years ago. Given the nearly ubiquitous use of
stone tools by humans and their ancestors, the study of lithic technology offers an important line of inquiry
into questions of evolution and behavior. This book examines convergence in stone tool-making, cases in
which functional or developmental constraints result in similar forms in independent lineages. Identifying
examples of convergence, and distinguishing convergence from divergence, refutes hypotheses that
suggest physical or cultural connection between far-flung prehistoric toolmakers. Employing phylogenetic
analysis and stone-tool replication, the contributors show that similarity of tools can be caused by such
common constraints as the fracture properties of stone or adaptive challenges rather than such unlikely
phenomena as migration of toolmakers over an Arctic ice shelf. Contributors R. Alexander Bentley, Briggs
Buchanan, Marcelo Cardillo, Mathieu Charbonneau, Judith Charlin, Chris Clarkson, Loren G. Davis, Metin I.
Eren, Peter Hiscock, Thomas A. Jennings, Steven L. Kuhn, Daniel E. Lieberman, George R. McGhee, Alex
Mackay, Michael J. O'Brien, Charlotte D. Pevny, Ceri Shipton, Ashley M. Smallwood, Heather Smith, Jayne
Wilkins, Samuel C. Willis, Nicolas Zayns
Artifact Classification - Dwight W Read 2016-09-16
Archaeologists have been developing artifact typologies to understand cultural categories for as long as the
discipline has existed. Dwight Read examines these attempts to systematize the cultural domains in
premodern societies through a historical study of pottery typologies. He then offers a methodology for
producing classifications that are both salient to the cultural groups that produced them and relevant for
establishing cultural categories and timelines for the archaeologist attempting to understand the
relationship between material culture and ideational culture of ancient societies. This volume is valuable to
upper level students and professional archaeologists across the discipline.
International Handbook of Historical Archaeology - Teresita Majewski 2009-06-07
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In studying the past, archaeologists have focused on the material remains of our ancestors. Prehistorians
generally have only artifacts to study and rely on the diverse material record for their understanding of past
societies and their behavior. Those involved in studying historically documented cultures not only have
extensive material remains but also contemporary texts, images, and a range of investigative technologies
to enable them to build a broader and more reflexive picture of how past societies, communities, and
individuals operated and behaved. Increasingly, historical archaeology refers not to a particular period,
place, or a method, but rather an approach that interrogates the tensions between artifacts and texts
irrespective of context. In short, historical archaeology provides direct evidence for how humans have
shaped the world we live in today. Historical archaeology is a branch of global archaeology that has grown
in the last 40 years from its North American base into an increasingly global community of archaeologists
each studying their area of the world in a historical context. Where historical archaeology started as part of
the study of the post-Columbian societies of the United States and Canada, it has now expanded to interface
with the post-medieval archaeologies of Europe and the diverse post-imperial experiences of Africa, Latin
America, and Australasia. The 36 essays in the International Handbook of Historical Archaeology have been
specially commissioned from the leading researchers in their fields, creating a wide-ranging digest of the
increasingly global field of historical archaeology. The volume is divided into two sections, the first
reviewing the key themes, issues, and approaches of historical archaeology today, and the second
containing a series of case studies charting the development and current state of historical archaeological
practice around the world. This key reference work captures the energy and diversity of this global
discipline today.
From the Yenisei to the Yukon - Ted Goebel 2011-04-01
Who were the first people who came to the land bridge joining northeastern Asia to Alaska and the
northwest of North America? Where did they come from? How did they organize technology, especially in
the context of settlement behavior? During the Pleistocene era, the people now known as Beringians
dispersed across the varied landscapes of late-glacial northeast Asia and northwest North America. The
twenty chapters gathered in this volume explore, in addition to the questions posed above, how Beringians
adapted in response to climate and environmental changes. They share a focus on the significance of the
modern-human inhabitants of the region. By examining and analyzing lithic artifacts, geoarchaeological
evidence, zooarchaeological data, and archaeological features, these studies offer important interpretations
of the variability to be found in the early material culture the first Beringians. The scholars contributing to
this work consider the region from Lake Baikal in the west to southern British Columbia in the east.
Through a technological-organization approach, this volume permits investigation of the evolutionary
process of adaptation as well as the historical processes of migration and cultural transmission. The result
is a closer understanding of how humans adapted to the diverse and unique conditions of the late
Pleistocene.
Evolutionary and Interpretive Archaeologies - Ethan Cochrane 2016-09-16
This collection of original articles compares various key archaeological topics—agency, violence, social
groups, diffusion—from evolutionary and interpretive perspectives. These two strands represent the major
current theoretical poles in the discipline. By comparing and contrasting the insights they provide into
major archaeological themes, this volume demonstrates the importance of theoretical frameworks in
archaeological interpretations. Chapter authors discuss relevant Darwinian or interpretive theory with
short archaeological and anthropological case studies to illustrate the substantive conclusions produced.
The book will advance debate and contribute to a better understanding of the goals and research strategies
that comprise these distinct research traditions.
From Cooking Vessels to Cultural Practices in the Late Bronze Age Aegean - Julie Hruby 2017-08-31
Late Bronze Age Aegean cooking vessels illuminate prehistoric cultures, foodways, social interactions, and
communication systems. While many scholars have focused on the utility of painted fineware vessels for
chronological purposes, the contributors to this volume maintain that cooking wares have the potential to
answer not only chronological but also economic, political, and social questions when analysed and
contrasted with assemblages from different sites or chronological periods. The text is dedicated entirely to
prehistoric cooking vessels, compiles evidence from a wide range of Greek sites and incorporates new
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methodologies and evidence. The contributors utilise a wide variety of analytical approaches and
demonstrate the impact that cooking vessels can have on the archaeological interpretation of sites and
their inhabitants. These sites include major Late Bronze Age citadels and smaller settlements throughout
the Aegean and surrounding Mediterranean area, including Greece, the islands, Crete, Italy, and Cyprus. In
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particular, contributors highlight socio-economic connections by examining the production methods, fabrics
and forms of cooking vessels. Recent improvements in excavation techniques, advances in archaeological
sciences, and increasing attention to socioeconomic questions make this is an opportune time to renew
conversations about and explore new approaches to cooking vessels and what they can teach us.
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